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Note: Recommendations 
are solely to help inform 
ad campaign strategies; 
they are not intended as 
a warranty or guarantee 
of results to be achieved. 
Marketing outcomes 
depend on a variety of 
factors and will vary.

Maximise your Mega 
Sale moments with 
Discovery Commerce

We are living in a time of transformation – one in 
which we have seen shifts in how we work, how we 
express ourselves, how we connect, and how we 
shop. As with any change, these shifts are not 
without challenge to businesses. While technology 
is emerging that seeks to support businesses in the 
face of transformation, true transformation is not 
about technology alone – it is about people.

While much is changing, human needs around 
shopping remain the same. Modern technology is 
delivering on timeless human needs in new ways.

During Mega Sale Days, people expect experiences 
that are tailored to them as individuals. These 
shoppers want to be entertained and inspired. Once 
they discover something they love, people 
anticipate a fast and easy path to purchase

Companies are meeting these expectations during 
Mega Sale Days across Meta technologies –
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp and Messenger.

True transformation 
is not about 
technology 
alone –
it’s about 
people.



Mega Sale discoveries 
happen on Meta

Source: "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 52,055 
people aged 18+ across 34 markets: AE, AR, AU, BR, CA, CL, CO, CZ, DE, DK, ES, HK, ID, IT, FR, JP, 
KR, MY, MX, NL, PH, PL, PK, SA, SG, TH, TR, TW, RU, SE, UK, US, VN, ZA). Minimum N=1500 per 
market, Dec 2021.

Meta chosen as preferred 

platform amongst APAC year-

end shoppers surveyed for 

online discovery, overtaking e-

commerce and search.

#1

3

of  Malaysia’s year-end 

shoppers surveyed 

purchased a product they 

discovered via a 

personalised ad on Meta.

60%
Turn discovery into sales with the 
Meta Discovery Commerce system

Source: "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 52,055 
people aged 18+ across 34 markets: AE, AR, AU, BR, CA, CL, CO, CZ, DE, DK, ES, HK, ID, IT, FR, JP, 
KR, MY, MX, NL, PH, PL, PK, SA, SG, TH, TR, TW, RU, SE, UK, US, VN, ZA). Minimum N=1500 per 
market, Dec 2021.
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ENGA GING 
SUR F ACES

ADVER TISING AND 
CONVER SION TOOLS

OPTIMISA TION A ND 
MEA SUR EMENT TOOLS

PER SONALISATION
ENGINE

Use the Discovery Commerce system to build shopping journeys that are:

Personalised
Our personalisation engine is driven by 
machine learning, and fueled by a deep 
understanding of people’s interests, 
preferences and behaviors. 

Engaging
Engaging surfaces deliver your 
creative through curated experiences 
to people where they’re already 
spending time. 

Seamless
Advertising and conversion tools 
help people move from discovery 
to purchase, often without leaving 
the app. 

Measurable
Optimisation and measurement solutions 
enhance experiences throughout the 
journey and over time to help you achieve 
and exceed your Mega Sale Day goals.

Source: "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021.
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Establish foundations
Prepare for the key shopping 

season with best practices.

Before the Mega Sale Day
Take advantage of cost-efficient impressions 
early to reach shoppers and build momentum 
for your shopping moment.
Focus: Awareness and Acquisition

During the Mega Sale Day
On a Mega Sale Day, returns outpace costs, 

making this a critical time to maximise purchases 

during peak shopping season.
Focus: Remarketing

After the Mega Sale Day
For example, in January cost per impressions are 
down more than conversion rates, making it an 

ideal time to stay top of mind.
Focus: Build loyalty
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Markt Goods
Sponsored

3.2K Shop now

Source: Auction Experts Cyber5 Analysis, May 2022

2021 Data

Four key phases to 
maximise your Mega 
Sale Moments

CPM CVR CPA



Establish foundations
Set up a strong foundation well ahead 
of your sales event. 

01

Your Mega Sales 
campaign
checklist



Meta offers tools like the pixel and 
Conversions API to enable you to share 
marketing data in a way that respects 
people’s privacy choices. Event Match 
Quality helps you track how likely your 
events match to a Meta account, 
increasing conversions and improving 
acquisition costs.

Source: 1. Based on 15 global experiments in H2 2020 across multiple verticals (Ecommerce, 
Tech/Telco, Financial Services, Education, Restaurants, Professional Services, CPG) 2. Meta 
case study, Sept 2021. Results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally 
expected individual results will differ.

AP Thailand, the Thai real estate 
company was the first in its local 
market to use the Offline 
Conversions API to measure how 
well its ads fuelled property 
purchases, seeing a huge 296X 
return on ad spend.2

Success story

A strong data foundation helps 
businesses maximise performance

Capture intent 
across your surfaces

Share back marketing data 
through the pixel, SDK or 
offline conversions to 
personalise and optimise ads.

Maximise data reliability

Increase data reliability by 
creating a direct connection 
between your marketing data 
and the Meta systems through 
the Conversions API. 

Monitor strength 
of data connection

Aim for an Event Match Quality 
score of 6.0 or higher by: 

• Increasing coverage of customer 

information parameters.

• Share events in as close to real 

time as possible. 

• Monitor score in Events 

Manager.

01 ESTABLISH FOUNDATIONS | DATA

8%
performance improvement were 
achieved by advertisers with the help 
of recommended best practices 
while sending events via both the 
Meta Pixel and Conversions API.1

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/ap-thailand
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/742478679120153?id=1205376682832142
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/app-ads/overview
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1142103235885551?id=565900110447546
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/308855623839366?id=818859032317965
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1541268312717919?id=818859032317965


Jobbie, the Malaysian peanut 
butter brand worked with 
Facebook Marketing Partner 
EasyStore to test using both 
Conversions API and the Meta 
pixel and earned a 9.2% decrease 
in cost per action with the tools 
combined.

Success story

Work with Meta Business Partners to 
establish a strong data foundation and 
drive performance
Connect your customers’ actions 
through a safe and secure partner 
integration.

Partners provide streamlined access to, 
and setup of, the most powerful business 
tools that Meta has to offer. This includes 
workflow efficiency and automation 
through Campaign Management, as well 
as reliable data connections through the 
Conversions API.

Partner type and solutions
Campaign Management: 
Workflow optimisation, creative and media

Campaign Data: 
Conversions API, Offline Conversions API

Explore Meta Business Partners

Source:  Meta case study,  May 2021 Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

01 ESTABLISH FOUNDATIONS | HOW TO DO IT 

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/jobbie-malaysia-and-easystore
https://www.facebook.com/business/marketing-partners?content_id=fIpQ1Qv5RAvzvib


$5M
average revenue lost to a 
business due to a single 
non-compliance event.1

Noncompliant ads can increase sales friction. 
Our ads and commerce policies cover the steps 
you can take to help ensure that your products, 
services and ads provide a great experience 
across Meta technologies.

Source: 1. Saviynt: The true cost of non-compliance, May 2022

Compliance with ads and 
commerce policies build trust

Businesses can review compliance 
in Account Quality and the
Account Health tab in Commerce 
Manager. Take the following
actions to ensure they are in 
good standing:

• Review rejected ads and 
products and edit the flagged 
items or request a second 
review.

• Review feedback scores to 
understand how well you 
are meeting customer 
expectations. Best practices 
include being clear about what 
you are selling or offering, 
setting clear expectations 
for shipping, setting clear 
expectations for customer 
service, and ensuring you 
can meet customer demand.

To learn more:

• Catalog Integrity

• Misleading ads

01 ESTABLISH FOUNDATIONS | ADS AND COMMERCE COMPLIANCE

https://business.facebook.com/accountquality
https://business.facebook.com/commerce/
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/4718253321552152
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2966385166941886


32%
increased efficiency and 8% 
incremental reach has been 
shown to be driven by creative 
diversification.¹

Using a mix of creative concepts helps engage 
and find new Mega Sale Day shoppers. Diversify 
your creative mix to speak to the different 
motivations that influence Mega Sale purchases.

Diverse creatives 
unlock new audiences 
during key sale moments

Craft differentiated messages 
for different audiences.

Consider messaging that 
addresses top factors 
influencing Mega Sale Day 
purchases.

Use mixed formats (carousel, 
reels, stories) and asset types 
(video and static images) to 
connect with audiences with 
different viewing behaviors.

Test and learn which drivers 
are unlocking new audiences 
and sales.

92%
Product quality

91%
Price

90%
Product 
authenticity

88%
Product 
choices

Success story

Among Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 

surveyed, these are the top factors 

influencing purchases²

01 ESTABLISH FOUNDATIONS | CREATIVE

Source: 1.Internal Meta test comparing the performance of two identical vs two non-
identical (creatively diverse) creatives in 2703 ad sets across verticals from 04-04-2021 to 
04-26-2021. 2. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online 
study of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 3. Meta case study, Jan 2022. Results 
are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will 
differ.

The whimsical cosmetics brand, 
Benefit Cosmetics Singapore, tested 
video ad creative and measured the 
impact that its Facebook 
Collaborative Ads have on sales, 
ultimately seeing a 23% lift in 
purchase conversions. 3

Up to 

https://www.facebook.com/business/creative-guidance-navigator/diversify-creative-for-stronger-results
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/benefit-cosmetics-singapore


Konvy, The Thai beauty brand 
worked with Facebook 
Marketing Partner Vamp to 
engage content creators and use 
branded content ads to 
advertise its 11.11 Singles’ Day 
promotions, seeing a 2.2X higher 
return on ad spend.

Success story

Work with Meta Business Partners 
to build engaging creatives

Leverage a creative partner to 
produce, optimise, analyse and scale 
high-quality creative for every surface

From lightweight templates to full-
service production, partners are skilled at 
bringing your creative vision within reach. 
Create more impact with high-quality 
content that can help drive results across 
Meta apps and technologies. Creative 
partners keep pace with the speed of 
innovation to help businesses of all sizes 
stay ahead of the curve.

Partner type and solutions
Creative: 
Production and/or asset optimisation

Creative: 
Creative/video templates

Explore Meta Business Partners

Source:  Meta case study, Sept 2021 Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

01 ESTABLISH FOUNDATIONS | HOW TO DO IT 

Creative: 
Branded content and influencer

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/konvy
https://www.facebook.com/business/marketing-partners?content_id=fIpQ1Qv5RAvzvib


19%
improved efficiency when branded 
content ads are added on top of a 
brand’s business as usual campaign 
during peak shopping season. 1

Branded Content Ads allow advertisers 
to turn creator content into ads, 
combining creator authenticity with 
powerful ad targeting and optimisation
capabilities and influence purchase 
decisions.

Creators help offer 
fresh perspective 
on why to buy from 
your brand

Select the right creators

Find the best partner to bring an idea 
to life. Creators with a unique natural 
connection with the subject and an 
original POV can transform an idea 
and connect to their community.

Set clear goals

Creator strategies should be shaped 
by the objectives of the brand and 
desired outcomes should be aligned 
up front.

Co-create your story

Let the creators use their voice for 
the brand. Success relies on using the 
voice of the creator, in a way that 
naturally communicates the brand 
and the message.

Amplify ideas at scale

Branded content ads brings the idea 
to life across formats and from both 
brand and creator handles. 

La Mer, the premium skincare 
brand, worked with creators to 
produce branded content ads 
that encouraged people to buy 
more of its products, leading to 
a 68% increase in purchases. 2

Success story

Source: 1. Meta-analysis of results across 15 advertiser tests ECommerce Enterprise, 
ECommerce-Scaled, Disruptors, Retail, CPG, Scaled-Tech, Travel and Travel verticals from 
June 2021 to January 2022 across the NA and APAC regions. 2. Meta case study, Dec 2021. 
Results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results 
will differ.
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https://www.facebook.com/business/help/759293997849980
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/la-mer


The learning phase is valuable to make 
campaigns more efficient. Businesses 
can learn quickly by consolidating 
campaigns and ad sets to reach 50 
conversions per ad set per week. This is 
especially critical for major sales events 
where sales may be short-lived.

Simple account structures 
lead to better performance

The Indonesian ecommerce 
platform Blibli.com tested an 
always-on campaign of Facebook 
Automated App Ads and earned a 
34% lift in app installs.2

Success story

Source: 1. Meta: Guide to the learning phase, 2019 2. Meta case study, Dec 2021. Results are 
self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

Ways to learn quickly 
and efficiently:

Optimise app installs with 
Advantage+ App Campaigns (AAA) 

With AAA, simplify app install campaign 
creation and drive performance for app 
advertisements by using real-time 
learnings to adjust ads across audience, 
placement and creative.

• Figure out the maximum number of 
ad sets your budget can sustain.

• Limit or make batch edits.

• Increase your audience size with 
broad targeting and Meta Advantage 
products.

• Select a more frequent 
conversion event.

• Keep overall spend in the learning 
phase to below 20%.

Total  weekly 
budget

CPA X 50
=

Max # of
ad sets

Introducing Advantage+ Shopping 
Campaigns

Use Advantage+ Shopping Campaigns 
to automate campaign management and 
allow machine-learning to efficiently find 
performance and scale. Expected in H2 
2022.
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17%
more conversions observed with 
advertisers that have <20% 
investment in learning phase vs 
advertisers with <80% investment 
in learning phase.1

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/bliblidotcom
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/309994246788275?id=1858550721111595
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/one-sheeters/guide-to-the-learning-phase


47%
underreporting observed between 
last click attribution vs true value as 
measured by experimentation. 1

Conversions API-based lift is a 
measurement solution to understand the 
true, causal impact of investment on 
Meta while respecting people’s privacy 
choices. Conversion lift aggregates and 
de-identifies web events from opted-out 
users (iOS14.5+devices) and does not 
need user level data.

Lift testing helps marketers understand 
the true value of their advertising

Set up Conversions API

Ensure Conversions API is set up 
properly and your Event Match 
Quality score is higher than 6.0.

Reach out to your 
account team

Discuss launching a conversion 
lift test, well ahead of the peak 
shopping season.

Establish a multiplier to 
accurately reflect value

Use a multiplier to bridge the gap 
between what is reported in Ads 
Manager, internal attribution tools 
vs your lift results.

Continue testing on 
a quarterly basis

Calibrate measurement models 
through ongoing studies on a 
quarterly basis.Thousand Miles, the Malaysian 

apparel brand tested the impact of 
the Conversions API and the Meta 
pixel on all its Facebook ad 
campaigns, and received 24% more 
incremental conversions compared 
to campaigns only using the pixel. 2

Success story

Source: Based on 32 experiments comparing incremental value of marketing on Meta 
vs internal attribution models  between May 2020-November 2020. 2. Meta case 
study, Mar 2022. Results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally 
expected individual results will differ. 
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https://www.facebook.com/business/help/221353413010930
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2041148702652965?id=818859032317965
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/thousand-miles


Your Mega Sales 
campaign
checklist

Reach customers early
Before your Mega Sale Day, reach 
customers early to be top of mind 
with shoppers.

02



94%
of all Malaysia’s year-end 
shoppers surveyed are likely 
to try a new brand during the 
peak shopping season.¹

Pairing brand and performance campaigns 
together can maximise sales ahead of 
your key shopping moment

Take advantage of 
less-promotional periods 
before your Mega Sale Day 
to help build momentum, get 
your brand message out, and 
grow your customer base.

02 REACH CUSTOMERS EARLY | WHY IT MATTERS

Amazon in India leveraged 
Facebook’s brand solutions like 
in-stream video to recruit new 
shoppers by driving awareness 
of their offers for their month-long 
Festive shopping period (called 
Great India Shopping Festival). 
Amazon observed nearly 65% of 
customer orders and over 85% of 
new customers on Amazon.in
come from tier 2/3 cities.2

Success story

Source: 1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 
1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2. Meta Case Study, Nov 2021. Results are self-
reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.



Short form works best in scrollable 
and mobile presentation spaces, 
long form are better at driving 
deeper insight and more complex 
concepts.

Source: 1. Announced externally at Meta Q1 2022 earnings, April 2022.  2. Driving long-term and short-term sales using Facebook and Instagram advertising, Nepa, Oct 2020. Based on MMM results of 6 retail clients in 
Sweden.

AWARENESS RECIPE CARD

Objective Awareness

Targeting
Broad targeting ensures you are can capture the largest set of potential customers

available to you

Optimisation Awareness

Bidding Automatic Bidding to establish baseline on new audiences

Frequency
Campaigns seen at least 1 or more times per week are 4X more effective at 

driving long-term sales²

Ad format
Short-form video: Reels

Long-form video: In-stream

Creative
People consume content differently on mobile, so utilize creative best practices to 

ensure your ads capture attention

Measurement Incrementality with Conversions API-based lift

Video (Reels, In-stream)

With video accounting for 
50% of time spent on 
Facebook and Instagram1, 
use engaging video 
formats to reach new 
audiences.

HERO PRODUCT

Awareness campaigns create 
demand with new audiences

02 REACH CUSTOMERS EARLY | HOW TO DO IT

Short form Long form

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/video-ad-format


Source: Meta case study, Mar 2021. Results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

NEW CUSTOMER ACQUISITION RECIPE CARD

Conversion campaigns can convert 
demand into sales

Objective Sales

Targeting Advantage+ Catalog Ads for broad audiences (formerly known as dynamic 
ads for broad audiences)

Optimisation Purchase, ROAS and mid-low funnel events

Bidding Use lowest cost if you want to maximise spend, Use cost cap if you want 
every new customer to have marginal profitability

Placements ≥ 4 placements weekly

Ad format Reels, Stories, Carousel

Creative Leverage video to capitalize on discoverability via storytelling

Measurement Incrementality with Conversions API-based lift

02 REACH CUSTOMERS EARLY | HOW TO DO IT

Advantage+ Catalog Ads 
for broad audiences

Reach shoppers who are 
interested in your catalog 
but may not have visited 
your website or app.

HERO PRODUCT

5X
return on ad spend for online sales. 

Robinsons Supermarket, the Philippines-
based supermarket chain ran a mixed 
Facebook ad campaign featuring Advantage+ 
Catalog Ads to lift awareness for its annual 
Family Fun Fair promotion and encourage 
online and in-store sales, earning a

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/robinsons-supermarket


People are open to trying new brands during the peak shopping season. Broadening objectives 
and optimisations to include landing page views, view contents and add to carts can reach new 
audiences, increasing their likelihood to purchase from you later on.

Broadening objectives and optimisations
helps reach new audiences

Support your direct response 
campaigns with objectives focused 
on awareness and consideration.

Explore mid-funnel optimisations
such as link clicks, landing page 
views, add-to-carts.

Objective

139%
increase in consideration when 
combining brand and 
performance objectives.1

56%
increase in conversion rates at 13% lower 
acquisition costs when businesses invest 
>30% of spend in mid-funnel optimisations
before the year-end shopping season.2

02 REACH CUSTOMERS EARLY | HOW TO DO IT

Lactogrow, the milk drink 
brand ran a multi-phased 
campaign using Facebook Instant 
Experience, Collaborative Ads 
and branded content ads to 
connect with mothers of young 
children and saw a 64% lift in 
add-to-cart actions.3

Success story

Source: 1. Meta internal data, Feb 2022. 2.  Auction Experts Cyber5 Analysis May 2022. 3. 
Meta case study, Feb 2022. Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

Optimisation

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1438417719786914
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/lactogrow


Combining video creatives for longer 
storytelling on In-Stream with short 
entertaining busts on Reels, Stories and 
Feed helps maximise reach and align 
with consumer behavior.

Diverse video formats introduce your 
brand in a fun and engaging way

Long form video

Connect with people through longer 
brand stories on Facebook.

Short form video

Connect with people through 
engaging short bursts of 
entertainment across Facebook 
and Instagram.

Long form best practices: 

Crop tight on main 
characters, boost impact with 
text, design for sound on.

Short form best practices: 
Create for vertical (9:16), 
surprise with transitions 
and editing, keep attention 
with motion.

In-Stream  |  Live

Reels  |  Stream  |  Stories

• Aim for a minimum campaign reach 
of 70% with 2-5x frequency.2

• Use broad targeting.3

• Sustain campaign duration for 45+ 
days to drive higher brand lift.4

Media execution tip

Source: 1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study 
of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2. Nielsen Marketing Mix non-CPG and CPG: 11 
categories and 130+ brands, 2020 3. Ekimetrics, Executing for Effect, 16,000 campaigns 
MMM meta-analysis, Nov 2020. 4. Mediacom 5 Tips to Build Brands Efficiently on 
Facebook, Oct 2021

jaspersfoods
Sponsored

Shop now
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73%
of Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 
surveyed found online videos helpful 
to find gift inspiration.1

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/video-ad-format


People want to engage in two-way 
conversation. Ads that Click to Message 
and Lead Ads start conversations with 
prospective customers and help them feel 
confident to buy during your sale moment.

Messaging and Lead Ads create connections 
ahead of peak shopping moments

Ads that Click to Message

• Build personalised shopping 
experiences through 
automated flows.

• Provide offer codes and exclusive 
promotions.

• Share product links or drive to 
your shop or website to help 
complete. their purchase.

• Offer 1:1 transaction for 
high-consideration sales.

Lead Ads

• Tease sale events and enable 
people to sign up to be notified.

• Enrich CRM by offering incentives 
for email sign up.

OSK Property, the Malaysian real 
estate developer tested two 
Facebook lead generation 
strategies to discover which is 
most efficient at connecting with 
prospective home buyers and 
earned 3X more leads with 
Messenger.3

Success story

Source: 1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study 
of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2. Meta internal data, Dec 2021. 3. Meta case 
study, March 2022. Results are self-reported and not identically repeatable. Generally 
expected individual results will differ.

1M+
form submissions from 
Lead Ads per day in Q4 2021.²

02 REACH CUSTOMERS EARLY | HOW TO DO IT

63%
of Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 
surveyed messaged a business via 
instant messaging this past seasonal 
shopping season.¹

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1816962591668838?id=371525583593535
https://www.facebook.com/business/tools/lead-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/osk-property


Sales ReportingRe-engagementLogistic/ FulfillmentOrder Management 

Nikuya, a Filipino-based 
kitchen knife retailer 
worked with Meta 
Business Partner 
Pancake to optimise its 
marketing efforts with 
ads that click to 
Messenger and saw an 
8X return on ad spend. 

Success story

Work with Meta Business Partners 
to build seamless experiences 
through messaging 
Leverage the end-to-end messaging solutions from partners

Partner type 
and solutions
Messaging

Explore Meta Business Partners

Source:  Meta case study, Dec 2021. 
Results are self-reported and not 
identically repeatable. Generally 
expected individual results will differ. 
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Gumac, a Vietnamese 
apparel brand worked 
with Meta Business 
Partner Bot Ban Hang to 
run Facebook ads that 
click to Messenger to 
give online shoppers an 
interactive ecommerce 
experience and earned a 
7X return on ad spend. 

Inventory 
Management PaymentsAutomated ChatLive ChatCustomer Profile/ 

CRM

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/nikuya
https://www.facebook.com/business/marketing-partners?content_id=fIpQ1Qv5RAvzvib
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/gumac


77%
of Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 
surveyed who have used or are open to 
AR believe augmented reality tools are 
influential in their Mega Sale purchase 
decisions.¹

Augmented Reality Ads offer a fun and 
immersive way to engage your customer. 
Let people interact with and “try on” your 
product so your brand is top of mind during 
the prime shopping season. 

Augmented 
Reality Ads brings 
discoveries to life

Determine objective

Decide exactly what you want to 
accomplish with your AR 
campaign (brand awareness, 
engagement, online sales via 
try-on, footfall to your store,...)

Ideate

Brainstorm ideas that match your 
campaign concept which can be 
implemented through a lightweight, 
simple and intuitive filter.

Boost with creators

Think how AR can be integrated in 
your creators strategy to multiply 
reach and engagement.

Drive Discovery

Bring discoveries to life with 
Augmented Reality Ads that enable 
consumers to interact with your 
product, brand or effect.

Spotify Southeast Asia, the 
audio-streaming platform worked 
with Meta Creative Shop on an 
augmented reality filter, photo 
ads and video ads for its “Only 
You” campaign in Southeast Asia, 
which earned it a 4.4 lift in ad 
recall. ²

Success story

Source: 1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study 
of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2.Meta Case Study, Jan 2022.Results are self-
reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.  3. 
Announced externally at Meta Connect, Nov 2021 

700M+
monthly users 
of AR across all 
Meta apps and 
devices. 3
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https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2666931346707691?id=1633489293397055
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/spotify-southeast-asia


Your Mega Sales 
campaign
checklist

Maximise purchases
During your Mega Sale Day, build 
momentum and maximise purchases 
when purchasing is at its peak.
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8 in 10
of shopping carts were 
abandoned worldwide in
March 2021 alone.1

92%
of vouchers 
collected from 
the show’s 
Messenger-run 
digital assistant 
redeemed on 
Tiki’s app and 
website2

An abandoned cart 
isn’t an abandoned 
opportunity
Your pre-Mega Sale Day campaigns 

will do the heavy lifting, helping prepare 

you for the peak sales moment. With the 

right tools in place and a larger customer 

base, you are ready to break through 

the clutter and focus on customers 

who already expressed interest.

During the Mega Sale Day period, 

reach shoppers with high shopping 

intent to return to your app or website 

to purchase.

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | WHY IT MATTERS

The Vietnamese ecommerce 
platform Tiki earned a 7.3-point 
lift in ad recall after it ran a 
multi-phase campaign that 
aligned a mega-sales-day event 
with the Facebook Watch 
reality show The Next Face 
Vietnam.

Success story

Source: 1. “Online shopping cart abandonment rate worldwide” Statista, Mar 2021, 
2. Meta case study, April 2022. Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/tiki


Source: Facebook single-cell conversion lift study (amongst 15 global ecommerce and retail businesses), Q4 2020 to Q1 2021.

REMARKETING RECIPE CARD

Advantage+ Catalog 
Ads for retargeting

Reach shoppers who visited your 
website or app to return and purchase. 
Be sure to target web or app visitors 
and exclude recent purchasers.

HERO PRODUCT

Remarketing helps maximise sales 
during your key shopping moment

5x
increase in driving 
incremental conversions 
and ROAS when using 
Advantage+ Catalog Ads 
for retargeting with 
existing customers.

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | HOW TO DO IT

Objective Sales

Targeting Advantage+ Catalog Ads for retargeting (formerly known as dynamic ads for retargeting) 
to reach people who visited your website and did not purchase

Optimisation Conversions

Bidding Automatic bidding (lowest cost), Campaign Budget Optimisation

Placements Use 4+ placements, expanding into automatic placements

Ad format Carousel and collection formats

Creative

Test whether creative that is tailored to customer’s intent can drive optimal 
remarketing value.

Build for specific remarketing needs, instead of repurposing customer 
acquisition creative.

Measurement Incrementality with Conversions API-based lift



Adopting more flexible budget and bid
strategies can help brands capitalize 
on purchase behavior at its highest. 
Consider using bids to control costs, 
rather than budgets, by pairing a 
capped-bidding strategy with 
high budgets.

Flexible bids and 
budgets allow brands 
to reach more people 
ready to buy

High budgets allow you to capture 
more opportunities during the peak 
shopping season. Set a spend cap 
to ensure you don’t exceed 
your budgets.

Bids

A capped-bidding strategy can 
ensure conversions are delivered at 
your target goal. Cost cap bidding 
offers more flexibility than bid cap 
of capped-bidding strategies.

Budgets

43%
of investment from capped-bidding 
strategies were constrained by their 
budget during year-end shopping 
season.²

14%
decrease in campaigns constrained 
by budgets with cost cap vs bid cap.²

Returns outpace costs on Black Friday2

CPM

CVR

CPA

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | HOW TO DO IT

65%
of Malaysian year-end shoppers 

surveyed who shopped during a 

Mega Sale Day, made an unexpected 

purchase.¹

Source: 1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021.  2. Auction Experts Cyber5 Analysis, May 2022

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/571961726580148?id=2196356200683573


A fast and easy path to purchase can 
enable businesses to maximise
spontaneous purchases. Ad formats 
like Ads with Product Tags, 
Advantage+ Catalog Ads (formerly 
Dynamic Ads), Digital Circulars and 
Collaborative Ads can turn discoveries 
into purchases.

Seamless ad formats 
help convert demand 
into sales

Drive discovery

• Target broad audiences to reach 
new customers with Advantage+ 
Catalog Ads.

• Expand reach of shoppable content 
with Ads with Product Tags.

• Find new audiences using Shopping 
Lookalike Audiences.

• Highlight local inventory and help 
drive in-store sales with Digital 
Circulars.

• Enable shopper marketing through 
Collaborative Ads to help drive 
purchases to a retailer’s website 
or app.

Re-engage shoppers

• Bring shoppers back into the 
customer journey with 
Advantage+ Catalog Ads, 
Collaborative Ads, or Shopping 
Custom Audiences.

The beauty brand, Fresh, 
promoted its Black Friday/Cyber 
Monday sale on Instagram by using 
ads with product tags, resulting in 
over 32% of sales coming from 
tagged content on Instagram. 2

Success story

Source:  1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 
1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2. Meta case study, Nov 2021. Results are self-
reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | HOW TO DO IT

89%
of Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 
surveyed made a spontaneous 
discovery while shopping online. 1

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/267042884582981
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/397103717129942?id=1913105122334058
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/330750424503545?id=1321866301271922
https://z-p3-upload.facebook.com/business/success/instagram/fresh/


As the world gets more connected than ever, 
shoppers are looking to discover things they 
love, sold by businesses anywhere. Nearly half 
(48%) of global year-end shoppers have made 
a cross-border purchase. 

They are likely to start early, with 43% starting 
their shopping by November. They also rely on 
messaging to connect with businesses—61% of 
global cross-border shoppers have messaged a 
business during the year-end season. 2

Drive discovery & 
sales across borders

Introduce your brand to relevant, 
new audiences

Leading up to peak shopping season, 
partner with trusted creators via Branded 
Content Ads and use engaging Video 
formats (Reels, Stories, Feed, In-stream) 
to get your brand noticed. Reach people 
most likely to love your products with 
Worldwide Targeting, or find customers 
similar to your existing customers with 
International Lookalikes.

Go global like a local

Localise your product and marketing 
content for new markets to ensure 
language and cultural fit. Consider using 
Dynamic Language Optimisation to 
deliver localised ads to the right 
audiences efficiently. Leverage 
Messenger to address questions 
seamlessly 24/7.

Bluelambda, the e-commerce 
agency collaborated with 
skincare brand EMUAID to 
test how Facebook dynamic 
language optimisation affects 
ad performance in a cross-
border campaign – resulting 
in a 2.9 times increase in 
click-through rate.3

Success story

Source: 1. and 2. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online 
study of 52,055 people aged 18+ in 34 markets globally ), from 1 Dec - 24 Dec 2021  3. 
Meta Case Study, Jan 2022. Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ.

Drive sales across borders 

Encourage cross-border shoppers to 
purchase directly from retailer partners’ 
websites/apps with Collaborative Ads, 
or drive sales with localised product 
content via a single catalog using 
Advantage+ Catalog Ads.

Measure for success

Determine which ads are driving the 
best results with A/B testing or 
leverage Lift studies to understand the 
incremental impact of ads on brand or 
conversion metrics.

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | HOW TO DO IT

92%
of global cross-border shoppers tried a 
new brand during the year-end season. 1

https://business.instagram.com/ad-solutions/branded-content
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/video-ad-format
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/285255905140138
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1589915247700182?id=401668390442328
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/594069204359830?id=649869995454285
https://www.facebook.com/business/m/cc/messenger
https://www.facebook.com/business/marketing-partners/case-studies/Bluelambda_EMUAID
https://www.facebook.com/business/tools/collaborative-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2150227595279510?id=1913105122334058
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1738164643098669?id=445653312788501


Malaya Optical, the Malaysian 
optometry store worked with 
Facebook Marketing Partner 
and Global Expansion Partner 
Meekco.Asia to attract cross-
border audiences and boost 
revenue, earning a 2.5X 
increase in total value of 
purchases.

Success story

Work with Meta Business Partners to 
drive discovery & sales across borders

Leverage the end-to-end cross-border 
solutions from the commerce partners 
to set up your infrastructure and sell 
online globally

Meta Business Partners can help you 
drive discovery and provide seamless 
buying experiences for your international 
customers.

Partner type and solutions
Commerce: 
End-to-end cross-border solutions

Explore Meta Business Partners

Source:  Meta case study, April 2021. Results are self-reported and not identically 
repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ. 

03 MAXIMISE PURCHASES | HOW TO DO IT

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/malaya-optical
https://www.facebook.com/business/marketing-partners?content_id=fIpQ1Qv5RAvzvib


Your Mega Sales 
campaign
checklist

Stay on top of mind
After your Mega Sale Day, stay top 
of mind and drive loyalty with your 
newly acquired customers.

04



50%
of Malaysia’s year-end shoppers 
surveyed agree that their shopping 
usually continues past the peak 
sales moment.¹

Re-engaging customers 
keeps your brand top of mind

The customer journey 
doesn’t end at purchase. 
Reengaging shoppers can 
drive repeat purchase and 
brand loyalty. Brands can 
reach shoppers who have 
visited their website/app 
or shop and guide them 
back towards a purchase. 

04 STAY TOP OF MIND | WHY IT MATTERS

Lively used Advantage + 
Catalog Ads for retargeting 
across Facebook and 
Instagram to encourage 
existing customers to 
purchase again.

Success story 42%
lift in purchases 
compared to 
email alone2

Source:  1. "Meta Seasonal Holidays Study" by YouGov (Meta-commissioned online study of 
1,514 people aged 18+ in MY), Dec 2021. 2. Meta case study, Dec 2020. Results are self-
reported and not identically repeatable. Generally expected individual results will differ. 

https://www.facebook.com/business/success/2-lively


LOYALTY RECIPE CARD

Advantage+ Catalog Ads for retargeting

Cross-sell your catalog with recent purchasers to build loyalty 
with your brand. Select from several retargeting options 
(including viewed, added to cart but didn’t purchase, or upsell).
Consider expanding your retargeting window as audiences may 
have decreased for iOS14.5+ devices.

HERO PRODUCT

Remarketing builds loyalty 
with recent purchasers

04 STAY TOP OF MIND | HOW TO DO IT

Objective Sales

Targeting Advantage+ Catalog Ads for retargeting (formerly known as dynamic ads for retargeting) 
to reach past purchasers

Bidding Automatic bidding (lowest cost), Campaign Budget Optimisation

Optimisation Conversions

Placements Use 4+ placements, expanding into automatic placements

Ad format Carousel and collection formats

Creative Continue testing to determine creatives most beneficial to loyalty/repurchase audience. 
Build for specific loyalty/repurchase needs.

Measurement Incrementality with Conversions API-based lift



Drive awareness Acquire
New customers Remarket Build loyalty

Objective Awareness Sales Sales Sales

Targeting Broad targeting Advantage+ Catalog Ads * 
for broad audiences

Advantage+ Catalog Ads* 
for retargeting to reach 
people who visited your 
website and did not 
purchase

Advantage+ Catalog Ads* 
for retargeting to reach 
past purchasers

Bidding Automatic Bidding to 
establish baseline on new 
audiences

Use lowest cost if you want 
to maximise spend, Use 
cost cap if you want every 
new customer to have 
marginal profitability

Automatic bidding (lowest 
cost), Campaign Budget 
Optimisation

Automatic bidding (lowest 
cost), Campaign Budget 
Optimisation

Optimisation Awareness Purchase, ROAS and 
mid-low funnel events

Conversions Conversions

Frequency Campaigns seen at least 1 or 
more times per week are 4X 
more effective at driving 
long-term sales1

N/A N/A N/A

Placements N/A Use 6+ placements, 
expanding into automatic 
placements

Use 6+ placements, 
expanding into automatic 
placements

Use 6+ placements, 
expanding into automatic 
placements

Ad format Short-form video: Reels
Long-form video: In-stream

Reels, Stories, Carousel Carousel and collection 
formats

Carousel and collection 
formats

Creative People consume content 
differently on mobile, so 
utilize creative best practices 
to ensure your 
ads capture attention.

Leverage video to capitalize 
on discoverability via 
storytelling

Test whether creative that 
is tailored to customer’s 
intent can drive 
optimal remarketing value

Build for specific 
remarketing needs, instead 
of repurposing customer 
acquisition creative

Continue testing to 
determine creatives most 
beneficial 
to loyalty/repurchase 
audience. Build for 
specific loyalty/repurchase 
needs.

Measurement Incrementality with 
Conversions API-based lift

Incrementality with 
Conversions API-based lift

Incrementality with 
Conversions API-based lift

Incrementality with 
Conversions API-based lift

Mega Sale Day campaign planner

PLANNING | PROCESS

Data
• Share back marketing data 

• Pixel, SDK, & offline 
conversions

• Create a direct connection 
between your marketing data 
and Meta systems
• Conversions API

• Aim for a match quality > 6.0
• Event Match Quality

Media
• Simplify account structures

• Advantage+ Shopping Campaigns
• Advantage+ App Campaigns

Measurement
• Uncover true business value

• Conversion lift

* Formerly known as Dynamic Ads

Source: Driving long-term and short-term sales using Facebook and Instagram advertising, Nepa, Oct 2020. Based on MMM results of 6 retail clients in Sweden.

Establish
foundations

Compliance
• Ensure that your content, 

customer data, and company 
efforts conform with consumer 
protection laws and standard

Creative
• Diversify creatives to uncover 

new audiences

• Partner with creators
• Branded Content Ads
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